B16 transmission diagram

Sold concurrently with the D-series which were primarily SOHC engines designed for more
economical applications, the B-series were a performance option featuring dual overhead cams
along with the first application of Honda's VTEC system available in some models. To identify a
Honda B-series engine, the letter B is normally followed by two numbers to designate the
displacement of the engine, another letter, and in US-spec engines, another number. The
Japanese spec-engines are normally designated with a four character alphanumeric
designation. While sharing some design elements and both being multivalve Honda
four-cylinders, the B-series and B20A differ substantially in architecture, enough to be
considered distinct engine families. They were made in 1. Later models have minor upgrades
including modifications to the intake valves and ports and piston tops, along with individual
cylinder oil injectors B18C models. Although it has many variations, the basic design differs
very little among the B-Series. There are actually two short blocks which are used for the entire
series. The distinction between them was the cylinder block deck height. The one used for B16
and B17 engines except for B16B has a deck height of The Honda B16 has appeared in six
different forms over the years. The original Japanese B18A is not considered to be part of the
modern B-series family, although it shares its dimensions with the later B18A1. All B-series
engines were based from the B20A, but most engine components are not compatible. For more
information, refer to the F3-series Honda race car that used a B20A engine. Also see Honda
B20A engine. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Former Japanese automobile engines.
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Printable version. Naturally aspirated Inline Dual Keihin Carburetors Programmed fuel injection.
Circle L. Indy V8. Indy V6. Rebuilding any engine is no easy task. The reason for your rebuild
can range from refreshing an engine with hundreds of thousands of miles, to wanting to extract
every bit of performance, and everything in between. The information provided here can serve
as a reference to not only familiarize yourself with the Honda B-Series engine, but also give you
the foundation you need for your rebuild. To start, we can look back to the â€” Prelude 2. The
B-Series engines have become the most coveted Honda engines due to their reliability and the
ability to produce high horsepower relative to their displacement. They are also readily available
and can be found reasonably priced. The major benefit of the B-Series engine is also the ability
to be transplanted into various Honda chassis, such as the Honda Civic. The Honda B16 has
appeared in six different forms over the years. To identify any B-Series engine, the letter B is
normally followed by two numbersâ€”which designates the displacement of the
engineâ€”another letter and in the case of US-spec engines, a final number. The Japanese-spec
engines normally have a four-digit alphanumerical designation. The first generation of B16As
was a valve 4-cylinder with a displacement of cc, or just under 1. Sporting a These engines still
had the It had a 1,cc displacement, Its specs varied slightly from the existing B16As, keeping
the cc displacement, but bumping to a With its 8,rpm redline, the B16A3 became the envy of
many Honda owners. The more popular B16A2 was spotted in the â€” Honda del Sol and in â€”
when Honda reintroduced the Civic Si in a coupe form. Sporting the same hp rating and 1. It was
the first time the Civic chassis other than the del Sol came with a B-Series from the factory in
the United States. This 1. To this day, the B16B stands out as a highly sought after swap. If you
are one of those lucky owners looking to rebuild a Bseries powerplant, do not fear! The same
rebuild methods and procedures apply to this engine as well. The B18s are arguably the most
popular members of the B-Series family. It was a 1. The B18A is hardly if ever seen stateside
and are essentially a destroked version of the Honda B20A engine mentioned previously. It was
a non-VTEC 1. The beauty of the 1. The 1. Here is a B18B LS engine. The most sought after and
arguably the most popular B-Series engine comes from the B18C family. The B18C engine
inherits the best of all the B-Series has to offer, with a 1. This engine setup with basic bolt-ons
and tuning put down reliable horsepower to the tires! These are becoming more and more rare
each day. By combining the bottom end of the 2. With the exception of the â€” Civic Si, the U. In
Japan however, the B16A was extremely popular due to the fact that it came factory in the Civic.

Photo courtesy Ken Williams. This motor is heavily sought after on the stateside and some
Honda enthusiasts will argue that it is the best B-Series ever produced from the factory. For
those looking to import an engine from Japan, getting one of the JDM-spec B-Series engines is
as easy as calling one of your local engine Honda distributors. You can search the Internet for a
reputable source, but we of course recommend Plan B Motorsports. At first I was inclined to say
that most seasoned enthusiasts and professional builders are beyond the scope of this book.
But I've seen what often passes as traditional or period correct and in light of that I
wholeheartedly recommend it, especially to those who've convinced themselves that they know
it all. Close menu. Chevy Hardcore. Mustang Hot Rod Magazine. Added to cart! My Cart. Cons It
cost money. It's not a K series. It's still a torque-less Honda. Time It could be done in a day, if
you've done swaps before and have all the things prepared. If not, plan for two full days of
downtime, if nothing goes wrong. This month, our EF project goes under the knife for heart
surgery. The old k-mile D16A did its time and it was time to retire it. Have fun while it lasts,
Gary! In need of a new engine, we decided the B16A was the best-fit candidate. Sure, the K
series engine is superior to the older B series, but keep in mind that a K series could cost three
times more, not to mention the swap parts are more expensive. B series engines have more
than enough potential for this streetcar. With hp on tap hp in the D16A , an rpm redline, a
ridiculous amount of aftermarket go-fast products and Honda's reliability, the B16A is an
obvious choice. When going with a B series conversion in the EF, the two transmission options
are the older cable operated one and the newer hydraulic verision. We opted for the hydraulic as
they tend to have nicer gearing, more options for aftermarket gear sets and LSDs, and they may
not have as much wear and tear on them as the older units. Using the newer B16A and a
hydraulic transmission, we needed assistance in the form of HASport motor mounts, linkage,
wiring and axles. But HASport didn't just send parts; the owner himself, Brian G, came out to
lend a hand and make sure we didn't eff up the install. Talk about customer service! Since our
B16A is a used engine with an unknown history, we refreshed some of the more wearable parts.
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upgrade or use an alternative browser. B-series Transmission Guide. Thread starter chet Start
date Jan 12, There are many differences between B-series transmissions and I've never found
an article describing the positives and negatives of each unit. Below, you'll see transmission
codes, the car it's found in, and whether or not it has factory LSD. It's important to realize that
Honda didn't make it easy for us to distinguish between transmissions. For example, almost all
transmissions found in Integra's are stamped S In some cases, the only way to determine which
transmission you really have is to take it apart and count the number of teeth on the ring gear.
Obviously, in most cases it's not practical to take your tranny apart to determine which one you
have. To be safe when acquiring a transmission, you should identify the seller; try to identify
the car and or motor it came with. This engine has had several different transmissions mated to
it causing some potential confusion. First, it's important to realize that first generation B16A's
came with cable transmissions. Determining whether or not a transmission has LSD is very
simple, just look into the differential and see if its opened or closed. For those not familiar with
this, you'll either see a set of gears that form a closed cylinder, or you'll see an open differential
with a bar splitting the middle. Typically these transmissions have had weak synchro's in 2nd,
3rd, and 4th gears with 3rd gears crunching the most. Its also worth noting that all of the
transmissions minus the Y1 have very weak open differentials making it essential that you

upgrade if your putting a lot of power to the ground. As far as gearing, these transmissions are
all pretty short. Here is a listing of the gear ratios and final drive 1st: 3. Please be careful that
the transmission you're buying doesn't have bad synchro's because a lot of them have been
beaten on and this is the first problem you'll have. Plus, if you're making a lot of power, to the
wheels, be prepared to replace your differential because these can be broken with regularity. Its
gear ratio's are identical to that of the B16A's but has a stronger limited slip and dual synchro's
in 2nd, 3rd, and 4th gears. Expect to pay between for a genuine CTR transmission because
they're rare and well worth the price. Its also worth mentioning that these transmissions are
Hydraulic type. The most important feature here is that its cable-type. This means you can bolt
this into any 93 and older Integra and 91 and older civic without having to change to hydraulic.
The synchro's on this transmission are still considered weak, however the gearing is very good
for all motor applications as its identical to the B16A transmissions. Finally, this transmission
did not have factory LSD, so keep that in mind when someone is trying to tell you otherwise.
Look to pay between dollars for this transmission, although its going to be difficult to find and
usually when you do, there is something wrong with it. These transmissions however, are much
different in there gearing. This transmission has a longer first and second gear with slightly
longer 3rd and 4th gears. The final drive is still 4. You'll be able to find this transmission in
Integra's and they're all cable-type. The prices for these should range between for clean, good
working units. Paying anymore is pointless, as these transmissions are everywhere. Most
notably, this transmission is the longest of all b-series transmissions and has the weakest
synchro's and weakest differential. The final drive is 4. For boost, a lot of people like the gearing
of this transmission, plus gas mileage is great and they're very cheap. Look to pay no more
than for a clean LS tranny because they're everywhere. Here is a look at the Specs. For all motor
and boost applications this transmission has excellent gearing and a stronger differential
compared to its B16A and B18B counterparts. The transmissions with LSD should have "LSD"
stamped on the casing and to make sure, inspect the differential and use the parameters I
described before to identify whether or not the transmission really has LSD. Look to pay
between for this transmission depending on whether its LSD equipped. Also worth mentioning,
these transmissions are all hydraulic. Here is a look at the specs: 1st: 3. Although LSD was not
offered these transmissions are still highly sought after because of their stronger differentials
and optimal gearing. For those not interested in ultra-short gearing this transmission provides
the perfect balance between acceleration and top end. Look to pay around for these
transmissions. The specs are the same as above: 1st: 3. The gearing is perfect for all motor
applications. Plus, LSD is standard and will be stamped on the housing. Look to spend between
for these transmissions because of their quality, LSD, age and gear ratio's. Finally, if there is
some question about whether or not your S80 has 4. The code "4jhd" means 4. The specs are
below: 1st: 3. To make highway driving more tolerable, the 4th and 5th gears are the same as
GSR transmissions. Look to spend between for these transmissions because of their final drive
and rarity. Depending on your application, budget and availability the transmission you chose
will certainly affect overall performance. You must log in or register to reply here. Similar
threads C. Race built d-series 5-speed transmission. Replies 0 Views 3K. Sep 30, Curlybandit.
Curlybandit Jul 27, Racing and Driving Techniques. Replies 5 Views 3K. Aug 3, phunky. Replies
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uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if
you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept
Learn moreâ€¦. Building an engine can be a daunting process. So we've taken the time to break
down what we've learned in over 20 years of engine building and racing experience to help
users new and old alike have an understanding of what common combinations of engines are
capable of as well as create a list of stepping stones for someone wondering what their next
modification should be. Keep in mind when reading this guide: everyone has opinions and
different experiences. The horsepower numbers that we give are not hard rules, but a general
guideline. Your mileage may vary, but hopefully we can put your expectations in the right realm
of thinking. The biggest draw to a honda powerplant is the wide breadth of customization and
build options. That being said, this guide is not the hard and fast rule on how to build an engine,
but rather a general guideline of what we've used successfully for over 2 decades. Each part we
list is available to purchase on our webstore, and we also offer packages in conjunction with
this guide to make your shopping experience easier. If you want to show appreciation for this
walkthrough, please be sure to check out our store for all your performance needs. The first
part of any build should start with a general idea or goal of your ultimate outcome. Seeing those
numbers should allow you to put an idea in your head of what you can build to. The average
streetable horsepower in our experience is in the realm of WHP, anything past HP typically

results in nothing but spinning. We've proven it time and time again. A stock sleeve B-Series
engine can hold power. We've made upwards of HP on stock GSR sleeves and made multiple 9
second passes, over dyno passes and never cracked a sleeve. That being said, it should be
noted: a stock sleeve B18 over HP is a timebomb. If you are on a budget and want to make the
most power, pushing the limit on stock sleeves is not a good idea. In our experience, we get a
lot of phone calls from people asking about a sleeved engines for higher power street cars.
While sleeves offer an extremely robust and pretty much bulletproof block, for a street car, we
typically err on the side of a CSS Cylinder Support System. The major benefit being cost. CSS is
limited to mm bore, and we recommend running a. If your plan is to mainly be a high power
track oriented car that needs to eek out every inch of power on a big bore engines, sleeves take
priority. The sleeves are so weak that breakage is never a matter of if, but when. There is no way
to reinforce the sleeves adequately to alleviate the breakages, your only option is to sleeve the
engine. After sleeving, the engine can hold whatever you throw at it. On average, B20 sleeves
break around HP like clockwork. There are several design differences, but for the average street
car, the differences are miniscule. Now it's time to get to the nitty gritty of selecting parts for the
engine. We're going to start from the bottom up. When assembling, make sure you check or
have your machine shop inspect your journals for the appropriate oversized over undersized
bearing. We offer several stages for street to strip. Our Street Kit is our go-to setup for all sub
HP cars. Honda OEM is the best pump, period. As stated earlier, for a street car we recommend
up to HP, because anything past HP typically results in excessive tire spin. The result of excess
tire spin is a broken oil pump, there are several ways to combat breaking oil pumps, reducing
tires spin and installing an aftermarket harmonic balancer like an ATI Fluidampr. We run
Cometic headgaskets on every car. Usually a. Valves will hold power up to safely, but the OEM
Springs and retainers should be replaced to avoid dropping a valve and catastrophically
destroying your engine. Check out our head packages for more information on selecting the
appropriate parts for your cylinder head. Ferrea valves are our go-to for every street car. For a
track oriented car making upwards of HP we recommend the Competition Plus valves on the
exhaust side. After HP we started bending s like clockwork, but the Comp Pluses are built to
sustain heat and are used in engines of upwards of WHP. OEM Camshafts can take you a long
ways. For our high horsepower applications, we've worked with a manufacture to develop a
custom camshaft that you can purchase here. After all the parts for the engine have been
selected, it's time to start buying parts like the turbo manifold, intake, turbocharger etc. Sizing a
turbocharger is a balancing act of peak power and usable power. Here's our general guide to
selecting a turbocharger for your application. Journal Bearing. Should you select a ball bearing
or a journal bearing turbo? Ball bearing carries several benefits over journal bearing including
spool time and reliability. But comes at the added prices. If you have the money to buy a ball
bearing, it's a good idea to run a ball bearing turbo, but not a necessity. Some turbos, like the
only come in ball bearing. Gen 1 Precision Turbos did carry some reliability issues, but since
the release of the Gen 2 turbos, we've seen some really impressive numbers and reliability has
been dead on. There are two major contributors to boost control issues. The turbo manifold,
and the wastegate. When looking for a wastegate, sizing is crucial to proper low boost control. If
you size the gate too small on a bigger turbo, the exhaust gasses will overcome the wastegate
and commanding low boost will become impossible. Anything bigger than a we always suggest
a 60mm gate or twin 44 setup, a single gate can be used on a larger turbo if the turbo manifold
design is up to the task, but these numbers are for a general idea. If there's any part I cannot
stress enough, it is do not cheap out on the turbo manifold. Many people will buy the cheaper,
thin walled ebay ramhorn manifolds and run into cracking issues. We've seen everything from
runners breaking to wastegates blowing off the manifold. Make sure you buy a high quality
manifold. It might hurt in the beginning, but most reputable builders carry lifetime warranties in
the event of cracking whereas you'll spend a lot of downtime pulling your turbo and rewelding
poorly constructed manifolds. Both companies are staples in the Honda industry and carry
great craftsmanship. There are many great manifold options available for the B-Series and
several designs, but the two most common designs are the ramhorn and the top mount. Both
come with pros and cons, and you honestly can't go wrong with either of them. A ramhorn
offers faster spool but can limit top end power, whereas a topmount manifold won't have the
same response as a ramhorn, but it makes up in top end power. For a smaller street setup,
pairing with a ramhorn for quick usable power is a great idea. For a strip focused car, a top
mount allows you to get the most of a big turbo. Both can work great on the street, just be
conscious of your turbo sizing and overall goals. The intercooler is pretty straightfoward. There
are many options available on the market. Many people will cheap out on intercoolers for street
setups and do fine sizing will just be crucial. When selecting your intercooler, be sure to read
the specs and flow rate to see what it supports. Consider it future proofing. There's no real

guide to them, most will work. Cheap ebay ones tend to leak and can cause the turbo to go into
an overspeed condition. There are several intakes that work great for every application. The
Skunk2 Pro Intake holds plenty of power and has been a goto for quite a while. We recommend
the Pro for mild street builds under HP. Notable mention: The Edelbrock Victor X is a great
manifold for a budget. If you're looking for HP, the Victor X is a good budget alternative. For the
Ultra Drag Manifold, paired with a 2L Plenum Spacer and a 90mm throttle body, we've seen
some massive horsepower gains when compared to an Edelbrock Victor X setup. For added
power, 4Piston also offers CNC porting for the manifold for maximum output. Your engine
mounts hold the engine in place. Don't cheap out. Hasport mounts are the best mounts on the
market and have been a mainstay forever. For a turbo car, the best stock gearset is a GSR
Transmission with a 4. This is a great modification for someone not wanting to cruise on the
highway at RPM for hours on end. There are several remedies, many weld reinforcements into
the transmission case to keep it together. The other solution is running a Libert Billet
Bellhousing. For a street and street strip car, the best cheap axle you can run is OEM or
Autozone Lifetime warranty axles. If you're looking to make more passes at the track, there are
a couple options. The Driveshaft Shop makes several great options that are guaranteed to get
you A to B reliably without worrying about breakages. The second option is a lesser known
option. If you're looking to get serious, Driveshaft Shop 5. One of the biggest issues we see with
axle breakages is driver error. I cannot stress this enough. Preloading is the act of lightly
engaging the clutch while holding the car in place with the parking or staging brake. This
removes shock load from the axles, and gearset and will make the driveline last much longer. If
you can properly preload, your axles will thank you. If you plan on tracking your car more, we
recommend the Competition Clutch Super Single. Both clutches have roughly the same torque
capacity, but the super single shifts at high RPMs with more ease than a Stage 4 at the cost of
some driveability. Over HP is twin disk territory. A twin disk does not have anywhere near the
driveability of a single plate full face disc, but it has significantly more torque capacity. There
are many ways to approach a fuel system, so we're going to break down some of the basic
concepts for you. For a street car, there are typically 2 options. Gasoline or E E85 is a robust
fuel with high detonation resistance. The only reason I would err on the side of gasoline would
be availability and if you plan on making long trips regularly but Flex-Fuel is an option! E85
does come at the cost of increased maintenance and worse fuel economy, but the upsides are
tremendous in terms of reliability and power. This fueling guide will carry information for both
E85 and Gasoline. With E85 comes increased maintenance. Here are some quick tips to make
sure your ethanol based fuel system stays in tact. Drive the car regularly. If you are going to let
the car sit for more than 3 weeks, you need to pickle the fuel system with gasoline to remove
the corrosive ethanol from the system. This is especially true for injectors without stainless
internals like most cc injectors. Make sure you run an adequate fuel filter system. Injector
manufactures call for a certain micron filter for injectors. Before jumping into injector and fuel
pump sizing, one must understand fuel demand. Your standard fuel system will run a base fuel
pressure of As your car comes onto boost, fuel pressure will rise. So at 30psi of boost with a
Why is that number important? Injector flow rates and fuel pump flow rates change as fuel
pressure changes. In fact, Walbro fuel pumps are rated at 0psi pressure, whereas the pump we
recommend, the Deatshwerks DW flows lph at 40psi of pressure. Why is that important?
Because as fuel pressure goes up, flow goes down. Don't be confused by the nomenclature,
calculate your fuel pump and injector demands based on how much boost and base pressure
you're going to run. Our standard turbo street cars are usually set at 60psi base pressure and
will see boost levels of psi on average on the dyno. That means we need a pump that flows
enough volume for a psi of fuel pressure, and that's why we choose the DW as our standard
turbocharged streetcar fuel pump. OEM lines are roughly -6an. Why upgrade the lines? Think of
fueling the same way you drink through a straw. A smaller, more restrictive straw requires more
effort to move fluid, whereas a bigger straw allows more fluid to pass with less effort. The same
applies to fuel lines. Opening up the lines allows the pump to move more fuel with less effort.
As you start reaching higher power, and as fuel demand increases, a large drop in fuel pressure
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at high RPM indicates undersized fuel lines or an undersized pump which can cause an engine
to lean out and fail. Refer to the guide below on sizing fuel lines and pumps for your application.
EV14 Body injectors are the latest and greatest. When searching for an injector, make sure it's a
Bosch EV14 core. Most modern injectors are flow-matched Bosch EV14 Injectors to make
fueling even across all cylinders and high quality idle. Below is a quick and dirty guide on what

power modified B-Series typically can hold safely. CSS We've proven it time and time again.
CSS In our experience, we get a lot of phone calls from people asking about a sleeved engines
for higher power street cars. Journal Bearing Should you select a ball bearing or a journal
bearing turbo? Top Mount There are many great manifold options available for the B-Series and
several designs, but the two most common designs are the ramhorn and the top mount. This
fueling guide will carry information for both E85 and Gasoline 5.

